There have been many envious looks from researchers in countries coveting Britain's recent increases in its science budget. With headline figures well ahead of inflation, few other governments have been able to show such enthusiasm for science. But a recent report has cast a few doubts over the size of the latest increase and, for the universities, such a boost comes against a background of other funding problems that see them still struggling to make ends meet. Radical measures by some of the leading research universities are now under consideration to boost their funds. But the committee praised the government for increases to university funds for research. We 'welcome the increase in resource funding for higher education research, which will go some way towards remedying the longstanding imbalance in the dual funding system. This imbalance is a source of deep resentment and difficulty for the universities. The government operates a dual funding system for research in universities whereby the universities are given funds to contribute to the indirect costs of research projects won from public funds. This university-based funding is allocated by the higher education bodies on the basis of a huge research assessment exercise which grades universities, department by department on a scale of 1 to 5, on the international quality of research carried out by researchactive staff. The best departments get the most money. But the pot has been so small that many universities have been increasingly frustrated by the exercise and some of the lower performing departments may get no funding at all from the latest round.
The committee was therefore pleased to see efforts to bolster university funds. 'On the OST side, the research councils' contribution to the universities' indirect costs will be increased by £120 million a year by 2005-6', they say. But funds directly to the universities will increase 'starting in 2003-4 and rising to an additional £244 million in 2005-6.' The report's authors 'remain uncertain whether the government will meet the recommendation, made in our recent report on the research assessment exercise, that it fund in full the results of the research assessment exercise in 2001.' Much depends on the outcome of the education department's current review of higher education strategy, due in January,'which the sector awaits with trepidation,' the report says.
'We acknowledge that parliamentary scrutiny places a burden of work on departments, and especially on an office so small, and tightly staffed, as the OST.' they say. They hope that the trade department will recognise the value of effective scrutiny, and ensure that OST is resourced appropriately to meet the reasonable demands and expectations of parliament.
But the commitment and promises of more research funding and infrastructure funds are unlikely to stem the worries of many university heads. To boost their income they are turning increasing attention to the most obvious potential source: their students. Students must already pay a fee towards their tuition costs in England and Wales, whereas in Scotland tuition fees are not charged to students. Two thirds of UK vice chancellors are in favour of charging higher tuition fees, according to a recent poll by the Times Higher Education Supplement. The results reveal a major shift in favour of top-up fees, reflecting higher education's need for money and the government's determination to shift the balance of funding from state to private -namely studentsources.
Many university vicechancellors now view the prospect of a hike in tuition fees for students as inevitable. Nineteen of the 46 vicechancellors who responded to the survey wanted undergraduate tuition fees to be raised, while ten were uncommitted but viewed them as inevitable. Many were waiting to see whether the government would signal higher fees in its January higher education strategy document.
The level of proposed fees ranged from a doubling of the present £1,100 a year to a hike of up to £6,000 a year. Imperial College London has calculated that it would need to charge £10,500 a year to cover tuition costs, which could mean it having to charge up to £15,000 a year to make any surplus. And if fees are charged by the actual costs of each course then practical subjects like biology and medicine are likely to be at the top of the scale.
While higher tuition fees now look almost certain, some universities remain uneasy. Cambridge says that it has no wish to introduce top-up fees because of concerns about access for poorer students. It's a view echoed by many other vicechancellors uneasy about the prospect of differential tuition fees. But maintaining both access and world-class research looks likely to be an increasingly difficult balance to achieve.
